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Abstract: Our argument is that in the XXI century resistance and cooperation formed the central axis of relations among Latin American regional agreements and helped promote an interactive game among them. Though threats posed by the international system exerted influence on the game, this article looks at how peripheral nations in Latin America reacted to actions of other peripheral nations in the same region rather than to actions of central powers. We identify the main factors behind neighboring nations’ resistance to different regional agreements, place them in an interactive study of Latin American regionalism (2000-2018), and discuss how decisions taken in a regional agreement influence other regional actors’ future decisions, combining game theory and discourse analysis. The article contributes supporting arguments to the literature that stresses actorness (agency) by developing nations.
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Resumen: Se argumenta que en el siglo XXI resistencia y cooperación fueron el eje central de la interacción entre acuerdos regionales latinoamericanos y contribuyeron a impulsar un juego interactivo entre ellos. Aunque las amenazas del contexto internacional ejercieron influencia en el juego, se analiza cómo naciones periféricas latinoamericanas reaccionaron a acciones de otras naciones periféricas de su región antes que a las de naciones desarrolladas. Primero, se identifica los factores detrás de la resistencia de sus vecinos a distintos acuerdos regionales, luego se los ubica en un estudio longitudinal de la interacción entre ellos (2000-2018) y se discute de qué forma las decisiones tomadas dentro de un acuerdo influyeron sobre las decisiones de otros actores regionales, combinando teoría del juego y análisis del discurso. El artículo aporta argumentos a la literatura que enfatiza la agencia de las naciones en desarrollo en las Relaciones Internacionales.
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Introdução

Resistance and co-operation were at the center of interactions among Latin American regional agreements (regionalism) since 2000 developing into an interactive game. Though the threats posed by the international system – mega trade deals, protectionism, low growth and diminished importance of Latin American trade – influenced the game, this article looks at how peripheral nations react to actions of other peripheral nations rather than to actions of central powers (Escudé 2015, p. 45). The first section analyzes regional agreements from the vantage point of their neighbors’ resistance²; the second presents a longitudinal game analysis of interactions among them in Latin America (2000-2018), and the third discusses our findings. We identify the main factors behind resistance, place them in an interactive study of regionalism, and discuss how actors’ decisions influence other actors’ future decisions.

This empirical study based on secondary material, discourse analysis, and statistical information contributes supporting material to the literature that stresses the agency of developing nations, and regionalism as a foreign policy mechanism to construct support networks and gain parcels of power for their promoting governments³.

I.1. Brazilian regionalism and resistance

Brazilian regionalism is asymmetrical because there are deep material differences between Brazil and the rest, its government uses the region as a platform to project itself globally and its partners are unable to balance Brazil (Beeson, 2010). While in South East-Asia the high degree of institutionalized regional organizations contains China’s asymmetry (Beeson, 2010), in MERCOSUR and UNASUR Brazil imposes a low level of institutionalization. Brazilian business can compete globally without resorting to MERCOSUR, but Brazil uses

² Resistance means not accepting a decision or process and does not preclude collaborating in other aspects. When resistance covers every element of a bilateral relationship, it turns to confrontation or opposition. Cooperation implies that both actors help each other or associate for a common benefit.

³ A discussion of the theoretical literature on regionalism falls outside the scope of this article, but our analysis follows studies that explore the contestation of regional powers and their regional projects by secondary actors and its consequences for a region’s balance of power (Flemes/Whener, 2012), emphasizing relations among actors and their decisions.
regionalism to build and maintain control of regional markets. In 2000, Brazilian agroindustry value chains were national and in soy, cereals, and beef competed with those of Argentina, Uruguay, and Paraguay (Bisang; Gutman, 2000), a situation that deepened during the exporting boom (O’Connor, 2010: 58).

While Brazil promoted free trade agriculture at the World Trade Organization, it kept a closed vision of MERCOSUR and South America that explains its opposition to the Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA). Even if political autonomy vis-à-vis the US was a Brazilian motivation, after the negotiation failed, Brazil consolidated itself as a major regional provider of goods, services, and investments protected by preferential tariffs. Consequently, between 2002 and 2011, its exports to South America went from US$ 7.4 billion to US$ 45.2 billion (Pinheiro; Gaio 2014, p. 16).

Prys (2010) and Beeson (2010) point out that Brazil’s reluctance to deliver economic compensation to MERCOSUR members compounds its asymmetry. Flemes and Wehner (2012) add that Brazil is unwilling to develop democratic regional organizations because they may compromise its national projection. Even Malamud (2016), who thinks that Brazil offers compensations such as regional order and stability, accepts that Brazil does not have enough resources for compensating partners. Though Pinheiro and Gaio (2014: 26) posit that Brazil uses cooperation projects by its National Development Bank (BNDES) to compensate for asymmetry, the fact that its credits abroad go to Brazilian business, individuals and organizations ensures that the benefits accrued get back to Brazil.

Examples of resistance to Brazilian regionalism are Chile rejection of becoming full member of MERCOSUR and Venezuela’s establishment of the Bolivarian Alliance for Our America (ALBA), in parallel with the South American Community (SAC/later UNASUR) promoted by Brazil. Economic explanations of Chile opposition stress that MERCOSUR’s external tariffs were double those of Chile, the group was unwilling to lower them, and Chile was more interested in an agreement with the US due to the size of the American market (Manger 2009, pp. 163-165, 171-174). Economy Minister José de Gregorio also declared that Chile “would not think of sacrificing our trade autonomy” (Lapp 2012, p. 152), a reference to MERCOSUR decision (2000) that any future trade negotiation of members...
would have to be done with the group. And, as MERCOSUR’s economies were more volatile than the Chilean one, integration with MERCOSUR would raise the degree to which volatility could be transmitted to Chile’s economy, complicate production and export plans, and harm Chile’s international credibility (Schiff 2002, p. 35).

But Chile was also aware of the fact that MERCOSUR external tariffs protected Brazilian regional interests (Schiff 2002, p. 9). The asymmetric nature of MERCOSUR and the centrality of Brazilian interests influenced the Chilean decision because, even if mentions of MERCOSUR in government discourse were positive (Van Klaveren, 1998), entry to MERCOSUR implied changing Chilean economic policies since the 1980s and submitting to the economic interests of Brazil. Entry to an exclusive, protectionist and asymmetric regional agreement represented a risk, and the following Michelle Bachelet administration maintained that position despite political affinity with the Lula da Silva Brazilian government.

Chile did not resist, however, the Brazilian-sponsored SAC, a more relaxed forum, but insisted in including preservation of sovereignty, consensus decision-making and Article 13 of the UNASUR treaty (2008) establishing that the adoption of a decision by consensus does not imply that it is mandatory to apply it. Perception of a Venezuelan threat pushed Chile to include this article (Flisfisch 2011, p. 133).

Though presented as a counter proposal to the FTAA, ALBA competed with the Brazilian regional project based on Venezuelan financial resources generated by the oil boom (2003-2008) (Flemes; Wojczewski 2011, p.10). ALBA did not have the approval of Brazil, which subscribed the notion that the integration process should proceed through MERCOSUR (Giacalone, 2008, pp. 26-31), but attracted small nations (Bolivia, Ecuador), one of which (Bolivia) was in Brazilian area of influence.

4 Resistance to Brazilian asymmetrical regionalism developed within MERCOSUR too. Contemporary accounts have recorded that Argentina opposed the reform of the Security Council of the United Nations (see Foreign Policy Minister Rafael Bielsa’s statements to La Nación October 11, 2004; Cárdenas, 2005; Diamint, 2005), considered that the founding of SAC meant “the end of MERCOSUR” (Cisneros 2005, pp. 119-120), and President Nestor Kirchner claimed that MERCOSUR benefits “could not go in an only direction” because none of its members was so big “as to be able to escape its regional destiny” (quoted in Colombo 2011, p. 165).
Though in 2006 Venezuela left the Andean Community (CAN) to apply for MERCOSUR membership, its government kept stressing that MERCOSUR and CAN should disappear (Venezuela. MRE, 2006). Venezuela asked for “reformatting” MERCOSUR (REUTERS/EFE, 2006) and considered that SAC should move beyond a CAN-MERCOSUR trade zone to become a political and security organization -- whose control Venezuela should secure and expand through ALBA to all Latin America.

Since 2005, resistance to Brazilian regionalism diminished. In those years, the commodities’ exporting boom benefited all South American nations that could tolerate Brazilian asymmetry if it did not interfere with their economic growth. Intra-regional relations in SAC/UNASUR show a consistent pattern of Brazilian moderate proposals defeating Venezuelan radical ones with the vote of most South American governments (Quintanar, 2012). As, from 2004 on, Venezuela pushed forward an aggressive regional policy and was perceived as a threat, diminishing resistance to Brazil can be linked to the feeling that it was the only regional actor with power to restrain Venezuela.

In the 2010s, the end of the commodities boom fostered economic uncertainty and an increase in trade with China gave added value to the geographical location of Chile, Colombia, México, and Perú. Their governments favored open regionalism and established the PA (2012) based on its principles. But they have also clashed with Venezuela/ALBA before, so the new regional agreement combined their individual resistance to asymmetrical Brazilian regionalism and to the Venezuelan political project (Flisfisch, 2011).

I.2. Venezuelan Regionalism and Neighbours’ Resistance

ALBA combines ideology with economic incentives (Vieira; Alden 2011, p. 525; Malamud, 2016) because Venezuela promotes the political and ideological unification of members around anti-imperialism, anti-Americanism, and anti-neoliberalism, and backs this with the use of material incentives. ALBA’s combination of a political/ideological alliance with oil and financial assistance (Girvan, 2008; Diamint 2013) separates it from other Latin American regionalisms because the second element makes possible the first objective. Accordingly, Venezuelan regionalism is an example of transactional regionalism (Northhouse,
2001), implying that without oil resources the agreement would not have developed beyond bilateral agreements with like-minded governments (Cuba, Bolivia, Nicaragua).

Even relations with governments ideologically close to Venezuela have transactional dimensions (i.e. they include bargaining elements of an economic nature). The Cuba-Venezuela treaty includes exports of Cuban goods and services (physicians, intelligence personnel) to Venezuela in exchange for subsidized oil that can be re-exported after being processed in Venezuelan refineries in the island, and Cuban State companies obtain preferential contracts in ALBA nations. Nicaragua’s adherence to ALBA fostered the Venezuelan cancellation of its US $31.8 million bilateral debt (Muhr, 2010).

Venezuelan regionalism distributes positive retributions to followers (Northouse 2001), but this makes it necessary to concentrate on short and medium range objectives with high profile rather than ideological transformation. Followers’ needs and circumstances became more important than Venezuelan ideological offer (Vega 2008, pp. 130-131). Summit meetings declarations show the escalation of ideological proactivity (Milanese, 2007) until 2008-2009 followed by lack of development and a marked defensive position since 2013.

Transactional regionalism limits became apparent when oil prices fell in 2008 and 2014, and Venezuela went from creditor nation to debtor one. In the first case, the political closeness to Venezuela of Honduras (2009) and Paraguay (2012) governments determined domestic reactions that ended changing those governments. In 2014, Venezuela reduced Petrocaribe financial assistance, and promoted its transformation into an economic complementary trade zone (ACE 70) of ALADI, instead of the previous more open format of Petrocaribe (SELA, 2013, 2014). This action suggests a diminished Venezuelan capacity to maintain its role of buyer and financier of last resort for allies and followers.

After 2013, ALBA became a defensive mechanism to secure votes in regional organizations and prevent sanctions against Venezuela. Though the oil boom ended, highly indebted Caribbean governments need to support Venezuela because their newly constructed

---

5 Portions of Petrocaribe bills convert into soft credits for development projects and construction of Venezuelan oil facilities in the Caribbean (Kirton, 2014).

6 Previously, Venezuela allowed tariff-free entry of goods from Petrocaribe nations to pay for their oil bills. An ACE diminishes import tariffs but does not wholly abolish them.
facilities process Venezuelan heavy oil and will be inoperative if it stops coming (Kirton, 2014). Debts incurred under Petrocaribe are also a lever to get support for Venezuela (Girvan, 2008).

Resistance to ALBA came from Mexico and Colombia, which had established the Group of Three with Venezuela in the 1990s, when the three governments wanted to lock in their economic reforms and enlarge market access. Cooperation ended after Hugo Chavez, leader of a 1992 failed military coup, became president of Venezuela in 1999 with a civil-military coalition of the left opposing economic reforms and pro-Western foreign policy.

In 2005, Mexican President Vicente Fox and Chavez clashed over the FTAA negotiation, and the Venezuelan president called Fox “a puppy of the Empire [the US]” (BBC, 2005). ALBA interpreted the subsequent conflict as a clash not with Mexico but with the US pretension to impose free trade in Latin America (Origen del conflicto México-Venezuela, 2005). In the following years, this became an ALBA trait and any resistance was equated with extra-regional interference. By depriving opposing actors of agency, ALBA aimed at attributing it exclusively to itself. The conflict eased out when Mexico lost interest in the region after the failure of the FTAA negotiation.

Colombian resistance lasted longer than Mexico’s because the risks posed by ALBA were bigger. The key element was Venezuelan support for the Fuerzas Armadas de Colombia (FARC) and other guerrilla groups. Drug trafficking, kidnapping and extortion in the Colombian-Venezuelan frontier increased after the arrival of Chavez to power. According to The ICG Latin American Report № 9 (2004), the FARC negotiated the end of those activities in the border in exchange for de facto sanctuary in Venezuelan frontier states whose governments were granted to military officers close to Chavez to guarantee the compromise (Kornblith, 2004). This Venezuela-guerrilla association added fuel to Colombian resistance to ALBA due to their opposing development models and ideological nature.

Colombian resistance began with the detention in Venezuela of the so-called foreign minister of the FARC (2004), by Venezuelan army officers enticed by a reward from Bogota. In 2008, the Colombian bombing of a FARC camp in Ecuador led to the capture of compromising information about Venezuelan-FARC relations (Alegría; Arroyo, 2010), and Venezuela retaliated
applying economic sanctions to Colombia. Bilateral conflict in the 2000s led to interruption of trade, public threats of employing military force, a \textit{de facto} embargo of payment for Colombian imports (2010), and expulsion of Colombian nationals from Venezuela (2015). After the creation of the South American Defence Council (SADC) (2009), that rejected the presence of illegal armed groups in South America whatever their origin and ideology, Venezuela moderated its position and supported negotiation between the Colombian government and the FARC (Torrijos, 2009, p. 183).\footnote{Roca (2009) and Sanahuja (2010) consider that SADC permitted Brazil to moderate Venezuela by means of controlling its military expenditures and gathering information about its activities.}

Venezuela’s neighbours resisted ALBA because Venezuelan financial assistance helped support opposition political parties and movements in them and strengthened their chances of winning power (Illera 2005, pp. 217, 219). Thus, resistance has links with ALBA’s ideological aspects but also with its interference in the domestic politics of neighbouring countries.

\textbf{I.3. Chilean Regionalism and Neighbours’ Resistance}

A pragmatic emphasis on global competitiveness promoted by Chile (Daniels 2015, p. 175) explain the foundation of the Pacific Alliance (PA) in 2012. By means of PA Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Peru branded themselves as “\textit{good economies}” compared to more State-oriented ALBA ones that by extension became “\textit{bad economies}” (Nolte, 2016). Prerequisites like respect of democracy, human rights, and the state of law provided its political foundation together with active participation of the private sector, placing the agreement in opposition to ALBA. Previously, the Latin American Pacific Arc (made up by Colombia, Perú, Chile, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, México, Panamá, 2007) supported similar principles.

Resistance to Chilean regionalism came from neighbors that felt marginalized by Chile’s economic growth and opposed its neoliberal development model. In Argentina, resistance took the form of opposition to the negotiation of the FTAA that Chile supported (Mullins, 2006). Boskin (2013) encapsulates the situation of Chile and Argentina in the 2000s by asking: “\textit{Why does Chile prosper while neighbouring Argentina flounders?}”, in light of the fact that a century before Argentina was growing at a faster rate. Argentina’s displacement from a stronger economic
position influenced resistance to Chile by linking its success to obsequious behaviour towards developed nations, and assuming Argentina became penalized for not being obsequious (Jarroud, 2014).

If Argentine resistance to Chile’s pragmatic regionalism was sporadic, Bolivian resistance was continuous and resulted from a history of conflicts. Since 1978 when Peru rejected the option of a Bolivian corridor to the sea along its border with Chile, Chile has rejected a corridor that would divide Chilean territory (Mullins, 2006). In 2013, Bolivia presented its case to the International Court of Justice and justified its demand with the need to have access to the sea to diminish dependence on trade with Brazil and Chile (Armstrong, 2010, p.4).

The PA divided MERCOSUR -- Argentina and Brazil resisted it, while Paraguay and Uruguay obtained observer status. In semi-official statements Brazil accused PA of being an irrelevant “marketing device”. This resulted from the Brazilian perception of the PA as a Mexican intrusion in its sphere of influence rather than a US-sponsored movement (Giacalone, 2013). It also contradicted the Brazilian project of a “wider MERCOSUR” (MERCOSUR ampliado) incorporating South American nations with the aim of establishing a CAN-MERCOSUR trade zone. In practice, it only led to Venezuela and Bolivia entering MERCOSUR without renouncing ALBA membership.

Regardless the fact if the PA resulted from a defensive alliance of like-minded governments to promote their economic model or was a decision to balance ALBA, Argentina considered the agreement an instrument of US intervention to undermine Latin America’s sovereignty (Narvaez, 2015). Official Argentine discourse denied agency to its governments using similar arguments than ALBA.

Up to the election of Mauricio Macri (2015), Argentina was not attracted by the “convergence in diversity” proposal made by former presidents Lula (Brazil) and Ricardo Lagos (Chile) in 2014. Though Halperin (2016, p. 10) thinks that it was a Brazilian ruse to gain time and dissuade other MERCOSUR governments from getting closer to PA, the issue became irrelevant after the political reorientation of the Brazilian government (2016) because MERCOSUR changed the light under which it evaluates MERCOSUR-PA convergence.

In promoting convergence Chilean Foreign Minister Heraldo Muñoz (2016)
remarked that viewed from outside the lack of an effective knowledge of the potential of each Latin American nation affects all. Any bad image transmitted by one country hurts the rest. Thus, the possibility of a nation to stand out needs the simultaneous improvement of the regional image, something that convergence would help achieve.

If regionalisms express their promoting nations interests and objectives, which in Latin America were rather constant between 2003 and 2015, resistance helps understand the mutually non-acceptable features of those regional projects. In the following section, we analyse their interactions with the aim of identifying decisions that inspired changes or movements in them.

II.1 MERCOSUR, ALBA, and PA Interactions (2000-2018)

By applying game theory, we consider regional agreements as collective rational actors under the influence of mutual perceptions. Each of those actors “critical junctions” present different political options, and their decisions alter expectations inside and outside an agreement (Warren, 2010; Flexor; Grisa, 2016). When Brazil reduced regional integration to South America, a three-player game developed; when PA reinserted a Latin American horizon, it became a four-player game by adding Mexico to Brazil, Venezuela, and Chile. In three-player games the possibility that two of them form a coalition against the third increases the latter’s tendency to associate with others (Doubt 2000, p. 241), while four-player games present more coalition options (18 instead of 5 in three-players games) and create a more unstable environment.

MERCOSUR and ALBA bids for enlarging membership and cooperating between them influenced promotion of the PA by Chile. Its foundation became a critical junction for ALBA and MERCOSUR because PA affected ALBA’s projection and offered a regional alternative for Paraguay and Uruguay -- the same way that ALBA had provided an alternative to CAN for Bolivia and Ecuador. Even before its political reorientation, Brazil endorsed convergence (2014), a decision that further weakened ALBA already suffering the effect of Chavez’s death (2013). National interests, development models and governments objectives did not change but interactions became more dynamic after decisions made at critical junctions (See Table 1).

---

8 “Critical junctions” differ from “critical junctures” because path dependence theory assumes that choices made before limit the choices open to actors, but in game theory previous actions influence future choices only if they have succeeded or failed.
### Table 1. Mercosur-Alba-PA Interactive Game

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MERCOSUR-ALBA</th>
<th>ALBA-AP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2000-2004</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginning of commodities/oil boom</td>
<td>Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru supported FTAA/ALBA opposed it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazilian regional expansion/Argentine default</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERCOSUR/Venezuela opposed FTAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2004-2011</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel Founding of SAC/UNASUR and ALBA (December 2004)</td>
<td>Chile, Colombia, Peru supported UNASUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela formally asked for entry to MERCOSUR/Brazilian project to widen MERCOSUR to South America</td>
<td>Individual clashes of Colombia and Mexico with Venezuela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Venezuela left CAN (2006) and enlarged ALBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Founding of Pacific Arch (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2011-2015</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of commodities/oil boom</td>
<td>Founding of PA (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERCOSUR: Brazil/Argentina against PA; Paraguay/Uruguay, observer status</td>
<td>ALBA opposed PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBA proposed to enlarge ACE 70 to MERCOSUR (2013)</td>
<td>Convergence MERCOSUR-AP co-sponsored by Brazil and Chile (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERCOSUR-ALBA division regarding Convergence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2015-2018</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina and Brazil political reorientation/Suspension of Venezuela from MERCOSUR</td>
<td>MERCOSUR-PA Dialogue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Compiled by Author. Critical junctions in bold letters.*
Discussion

The solidarity and cooperation declarations of Latin American regional agreements do not disguise the fact that each one represents a sphere of influence or alliance to reach its promoter’s national objectives. Venezuelan influence still centers in the Caribbean where previous governments of different political persuasions have historically looked for its nations’ goodwill using oil. For Chile, PA achieves the long-standing objectives of deeper association with Andean and Asia-Pacific nations. “MERCOSUR ampliado” is part of Brazilian interest in controlling South American markets.

In general, Latin American governments use regional agreements to develop support networks, presented to voters as expressions of regional influence (Cascante, 2014). Brazil and Argentina had first promoted widening MERCOSUR with ALBA nations; in 2015-2016 their governments’ political reoration changed with what governments should MERCOSUR associate but it did not alter the role of the group as their foreign policy instrument.

In 2014 the convergence proposal context was characterized by ALBA’s weakness and MERCOSUR’s lack of an external policy agenda, a fact that diminished their economic potential (De María; Pereira, 2016). A loss of Venezuela's financial capacity and the founding of PA explain why Venezuela officialised its membership in MERCOSUR and converted ALBA’s treaties into an ACE (Lapp 2012, p. 156). These actions implied that Venezuela could no longer aspire to become a regional power, but also encouraged PA to offer an alternative to Brazil through convergence to minimize Venezuelan influence within MERCOSUR.

Interactions altered neighbors’ expectations, made them question their own projects, and changed the relative equilibrium among regionalisms -- in 2000 MERCOSUR was the most important; between 2007-2009 ALBA became the most active. But in the 2010s, MERCOSUR is trying to relaunch itself and ALBA has retreated into a defensive position, while cooperation has moved from MERCOSUR-ALBA to MERCOSUR-PA.

Interaction dynamics confirm that ideas lose legitimacy when the positive image of their sponsors disappear (Flexor; Grisa 2016, p. 34). International norms such as regionalism suffer fluctuations following the ebbs and flows of their promoting nations (Krampf 2013, p. 7).
They behave like style fashions (standards of behaviour for other people) and stop diffusing when there is a negative vision of their promoters. Political domestic instability, for example, has compromised the vision of Brazil and Venezuela as effective political actors and the diffusion of their regionalisms.

In this article, we moved the focus of analysis from a static analysis of decisions taken by regional agreements to a more process-oriented view of their interactions, identified what elements of regionalism foster neighbors’ resistance and emphasized that actors’ decisions affect not only their future choices but also those of other actors. By doing so, we provide additional insights on the importance of actorness by developing nations and on how to approach the study of regionalism in Latin America.
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